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As Ambassador and Special Envoy on Afghanistan from 1989 to 1992, Peter Tomsen has had close
relationships with Afghan leaders and has dealt with senior Taliban, warlords, and religious leaders involved

in the regions conflicts over the last two decades. Now Tomsen draws on a rich trove of never-before-
published material to shed new light on the American involvement in the long and continuing Afghan war.
This book offers a deeply informed perspective on how Afghanistan's history as a shatter zone" for foreign
invaders and its tribal society have shaped the modern Afghan narrative. It brings to life the appallingly
misinformed secret operations by foreign intelligence agencies, including the Soviet NKVD and KGB, the
Pakistani ISI, and the CIA. American policy makers, Tomsen argues, still do not understand Afghanistan nor
do they appreciate how the CIA's covert operations and the Pentagon's military strategy have strengthened

extremism in the country.

The war in Afghanistan continues destroying lives due to the direct consequences of violence and the
warinduced. The war lasted between and it can be broken down into three phases. A former assistant secretary
of defense and combat Marine New York Times bestselling author Bing West has written a dozen books from

the frontlines about our wars in Vietnam Iraq and Afghanistan.
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Tribal Conflicts and the Failures of Great Powers Paperback Illustrated 2 Jan. troop involvement in
Afghanistan. Stalemate with varying fronts between the Taliban and Massouds forces United Front Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan 2001Present. British Indian withdrawal after abandoning its war objective Dost
Mohammad Khan retains the Afghan throne Khost rebellion Afghanistan Rebel tribes Khostwal Waziri
Government victory. AngloAfghan Wars three conflicts in which Britain from its base in India sought to
extend its control over neighboring Afghanistan and to oppose Russian influence there. The War in

Afghanistan is an ongoing war following the United States invasion of Afghanistan that began when the. A
timeline of key events in Afghanistans 40 years of wars The former Soviet Union marched into Afghanistan
on Christmas Eve 1979 claiming it was invited by the new Afghan communist leader and. The Afghanistan
War was an international conflict in Afghanistan beginning in 2001 that was triggered by the September 11
attacks Witte. Why Its So Difficult to Win a War in Afghanistan. The problem in Afghanistan and one of the

things that disheartens even people like me who have invested a lot of time and sweat into the war in
Afghanistan is things like the Kabul Bank fiasco. But when historians appraise the cost of the longest war in
American history and how it all. AFGHANISTAN HAS been at war for more than 40 yearslonger than most of

the worlds population. See world news photos and videos at ABCNews.com. Which political or military
faction in the Afghan civil war seems to derive support from this ethnic group? What outside. Hamilton

former congressman and cochair of the 911 Commission The Wars of Afghanistan is a richly detailed account
that places current U.S. As a result of these wars the modern borders of Afghanistan were drawn up and its
independence was gained after the third war in . Peter Tomsen has provided a comprehensive account of
Afghanistans recent conflicts and illuminates. Peter Tomsens The Wars of Afghanistan is an incredibly

thorough and insightful work written by someone with a special expertise on the subject.
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